Natural gradientadaptation is anespeciallyconvenientmethodfor adapting the coefficientsof a linear system in inverse filtering tasks such as blinddeconvolutionandequalization. Practical implementations of such methods require truncation ofthe filter impulse responses within the gradient updates. In this paper, we show how truncation of these filter impulse responses can create convergence oroblems and introduces a bias into the steadv-state solution ofone where f ( y ) is a nonlinearity that depends on the probability density function (p.d.f.) of s(k) and p is a positive step size. This algorithm requires about four multiply/adds per adaptive filter coefficient, and it has been shown successfully deconvolve source signals without exact knowledge of the p.d.E of s ( k ) [SI. The natural gradient procedure on uahich this update is based can also be extended to a wider class of algorithms, such as Bussgang approaches [6,71. iuch algorithm. We then show how this algokhm can be modified to effectively mitigate these effects for estimating causal FIR approximations to doubly-infinite IIR equalizers. Simulations indicate that the modified algorithm provides the convergence benefits of the natural gradient while still attaining good steady-state performance.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of blind deconvolution and equalization is to recover as accuratelyaspossible a desireddiscrete-time signal sequences(k) from a linearly-filtered and noisy version of this sequencegiven by r ( k ) = 5 ars(k -I ) + l,(k), (1) I=--.
where { e , ] is the impulse response of the unknown channel and I, ( I ; ) is measurement noise. Typically, this recovely is performed using an adaptive finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter of the form where y(L-) is the recovered sequence, L is the filter length, and the coefficients { x , i ( k ) ) aTe adapted such that y(k) approachesa delayed and scaled version of s ( k ) . Blind deconvolution and equalization are important for tasks in areas ranging from geophysical exploration to wireless communications.
Recently, a novel blind deconvolution procedure has been developed that is based on a minimum mutual information criterion [I, 21. This procedure assumes that the source sequence s ( k ) is both "on-Gaussian and indevendent and identicallvdistributed
The procedure in (2)-(4) was derived in [I] as an approaimation to a two-sided infinite-impulse-response (IIR) blind deconvolution procedure, where signal windowing and truncation were used to make the input-output relations and updates causal and of finite complexity It is not clear. however, how signal windowing and filter truncation affect the convergence performance of the scheme, especially for shorter equalizer filter lengths L.that preclude an accurate inverse of the linear measurement model. Recently, similar issues were raised in the design of bin-normalized frequency-domain adaptive filters [S, 91, where it was s h o w that causalityplaysan important role in achievingan unbiasedandfastconverging procedure. A study of these issues could lead to better procedures for a wide class of filtered-gradient algorithms, including the general class of natural gradient methods in [6, 71.
In this paper, we study the performance effects of signal uindowing and filter truncation in natural gradient methods for blind deconvolution and equalization tasks. We show that the u,indow ing approximations used in the derivation of (2H4) have the potential of introducing a bias into the separating solution, lowering the overall performance of the system in steady-state. We then introduce a new implementation of this natural gradient method for blind deconvolution and equalization that does not suffer from these performance 'limitations. The proposed algorithm requires about 63% more multiply/adds than the original implementation on a per-sample basis for equivalent filter lengths. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm performs better than the procedure in (2H4) for practical situations involoing short equalizer lengths. (i.i.d.) , and it employs a modified natural gradient search procedure [3, 4l lo both simplify the coeRicient and improve convergence performance. The algorithm is given by u~( k
THE PROBLEM
In this section, identify the issues associated with inadequate signal windowing and filter truncation that are present in the procedure in (2H4). This algorithm is designed to iteratively minimize minimize ( 5 ) is a filtered-gradient one, in which an L-sample delay is introduced to make the updating relations causal. ll is useful to determine the form of the standard gradient algorithm that minimizes ( 5 ) for comparison. The gradient of the cost function J ( lVk(z)) is straightforward to calculate assuming that l,Vk(:) has no zeros on the unit circle; this gradient is The natural gradient procedure used in (2H4) to approximately ahere f ( y ) = -alogp^(y)/ay andwe have usedthe substitution _ ---to transform the contour integral on the right-hand side of ( 5 ) into a Fourier integral before taking derivatives of this term with respect to ~( k ) .
Standard steepest descent minimization of ( 5 ) wouldadjust the sequence {u,i(k)} as where p is the algorithm step size. Using the stochastic gradient approximation where expectations are replaced by instantaneous values, anddefining the quantities
we obtain the standard stochastic gradient minimization procedure
To bener see the connection between the coefficient updates in (3) and the standard gradient procedure in (14), we shall write (3) in its delaylessandnon-causal form [I] , such that
Then, it is straightforward to show that Thus, the update in ( I 5 ) can be written as
T h i s update can be written in vector form by defining qk-) and R(k) as show at the top of this page. Then, (19) becomes
Comparing (22) with ( 5 ) and (14), we make a striking discovery: the update in (22) depends on signal values that are not within the standard gradient-based procedure. Moreover, since the cost function depends only on the signal elements within x ( k ) , anysignalvaluesoutsideof{z(k),r(k-l):.. . , + ( k -L ) } used in the coefficient updates are problematic. Introducing such terms could change the gradient search direction for the procedure and ultimately bias the solution obtained by the procedure in steadystate. These arguments are difficult to prove theoretically given the complexity of the cost function in (5). Later, we shall illustrate the potential problems of these terms through simple numerical examples.
A PROPOSED SOLUTION
Because the problematic terms in the coefficient updates are additive and easy to identify-they depend on input signal values other than {r(k), . . . , r(k -L)]-it is relatively straightforward to modify the algorithm in (22) to remove these additive terms. 1 :
Then, the proposed algorithm update in vector form is
We can make several comments regarding the proposed algorithm in (25):
I . The proposed procedure is similar, but not identical to, the modified stochastic gradient procedure given by
,,, (k) is as definedin ( I I H I Z ) . It can be shown that the vector
is an L-coefficient leastsquares estimate of the impulse response of the inverse of the FIR system lVk(:j [I I] . Hence, for reasonablefilter lengths L, thedifferencehehveen iG,,,,,(k)R(k) andw(k) will besmall in practice.
2.
The term z ( k ) = R ( k ) x ( k ) that appears with the coefficient updates is consistent with the derivation of the original natural gradient blind deconvolution algorithm in 111. The difference is in the "ay truncation is used within the derivation. In [I] , the douhlyinfinite input sequence {. . . , x ( k + I ) , x ( k ) , x ( k -1):. . .) is filtered by the system IVk(z)IVk(z-'), after which it is truncated to finite length to obtain { u ( k ) , u ( k -l), . . . , u(k -L ) } for the coefficient updates. In (25). the input sequence is truncated to a finite L-sample length, filtered by the system l V~( z ) l l~'~(~-' ) , and finallytruncatedt~finitelengthagaintoobtain{:~(k),:,(h.), . . . , z~, ( k ) } in z(k) for the coefficient updates. This extra truncation step guarantees that the coefficient updates depend only on the input signal samples that appear in the cost function of (5).
3. The proposedniethod i s causal in its operation. Hence, delay need not be introduced into the algorithm updates. It is known that introducing delay into stochastic gradient update terms generally reduces their performance, e.g by slowing their convergence speeds, limiting the range of stable step sizes, and the like. We can expect that the proposed method will achieve a more-accurate steady-state solution than the method in [I] for identical step sizes, filter lengths, and numbers of iterations. Simulations appear to indicate this fact as well.
AN EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION
The main drawback of the proposed method is its computational complexity. It requires forming the matrix R ( k ) from w(k;) by calculating the autocorrelation function of the equalizer and then multiplying x ( k ) by R(kJ. Calculating R ( k ) requires approximately ( L + 1)(L + ?)/2 multiplyiadds, whereas multiplying x ( k ) by R ( k ) requires (L + 1)' multiply/adds. We would prefer a procedure whose computational complexity in numbers of multiply/adds is proportional to the equalizer length. In what follows, we develop suitable modifications to our proposed approach to obtain this order of complexity. Such approximations are similar to those that were used to reduce the complexity of the original natural gradient procedure in (1 9 4 1 6 ) to one that is proportional to the equalizer length.
nature of the cost function limits the range of step sizes that can he used to adjust the equalizer coefficients. As such, convergence is not very fast, and the coefficients do not change much from one time instant to the next. Based on this fact, we propose to update R(k) at every L time instants as opposed to every time instant. Thus, when n is an integer, we set In most deconvolution andequalization tasks, the non-quadratic
In such a scheme, the per-sample computational load of calculat-
To develop a procedure for updating z ( k ) , assume for the mo- The vector t(k) is quite similar to t(k -1) andonly differs from it through the addition of teims that depend on x(k) and the sub:
t(k) = [ t o ( k ) ti(k) . ( . t z t -j ( k ) t~~( k ) ]~
traction of terms that depend on r ( k -L -1). It can be shown that The update in (30) requires 3L + 1 multiplyiadds at each time instant to implement, which is much fewer than the ( L + 1)' multiplyladds needed to implement the product Rx(k).
We now show how to combine the above two approximations to obtain anumerically-stable implementation. Since (30) assumes that the autocorrelation sequence r p is fixed, letting rp = rP(k) will introduce errors into these sliding-window calculations, such that the last L elements of t(k) will no longer be accurate. We could use a restart procedure to zero-out the errors every L samples, but there is in fact a more ingenioussolution. We propose to synchronize the calculation of the r P sequence with the updating ofthe t p ( k ) values. Specifically, we propose to use Zp(k) in place ofz,(k) in ( 2 3 , 
the differences between these values is of O ( p ) . Thus, they have a negligible effect on the overall performance of the scheme.
Equations (2) and (31 H 3 3 ) define the final form of the simplified blind deconvolution algorithm, where the autocorrelation sequencer,(L) is updatede\,ery L time instants. The overall complexity ofthis approachon aper-sample basisisF.jL+S/?+l/L multiply/adds. Since the original procedure in (Zt(4) uses 4 L + 1 multiplyhdds, the nen' approach uses approximately 63% more multiplyhdds than the original approach.
NUhlERlCAL SlhlULATIONS
The algorithm we have derived in the single-channel case involves some claims as to its performance; namely The proposed algorithm is purported to have less bias in its conwged solution than that produced by the original algorithm in (2H4).
The proposed algorithm i s purported to perform better than the original algorithm when equalizer truncation is an issue.
The simplified update in (31H33) is purponed to perform similarly to the more-complicated update in ( 2 4 x 2 5 ) on which it is based.
It is challengingto justify these claims theoretically, becausea full statistical analysis of the algorithm's conwrgence behavior is difficult to obtain. Instead, we investigate the behaviors of these approaches through numerical simulations. The results observed in these simple single-channel examples will serve to motivate an extension and use of the algorithm in the multichannel case in later sections. In these simulations, {s(kj} is generated as a pseudo- where c r ( k ) is the convolution of wr(k) and the channel impulse response,for the original natural gradientupdatein (3), thepreliminary approach in (25). and the proposed final algorithm update in (31). As can be seen, the original algorithm has the best performance, achieving a steady-state IS1 of approximately -24dB. The two new methods do not perform as well as the original approach, which is to be expected given that an FIR equalizer is adequate for this deconvolution task. Signal windowing and filter truncation is unlikely to improve the performance of the original algorithm, which already works quite well in this parsimonious case.
Our secondexample involves the FIR channel model
This channel is maximum phase, meaning that an infinitely-noncausal equalizer is required to perfectly equalize it. Any FIR equalizer for this task will exhibit a non-zero residual ISI. Shou,n in Fig. 2 
in which v ( k ) is an uncorrelated Gaussian sequence with variance 6: = 3 x 1.49 x where SiVR = 10.23dB is the signalto-noise ratio. S h o w in Fig. 4 are the evolutions of the averaged normalized MSEs for the various methods as computed from one hundred simulations with these signals. As can be seen, the original method still suffers from a steady-state bias, although the effect is lessened in the presence of noise. The proposed methods perform in a robust manner u,hen noise is mesent in this case. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have uncovered a potential problem with a patiicular natural gradient procedure for blind deconvolution and equalization tasks: The FIR-based filtered-gradient updates can produce a biased solution when perfect equalization is not possible. We have proposed a modification to the algorithm that largely eliminates these effects. The complexity of the algorithm, while about 63% greater than the original approach, is still linear in the number ofequalizer filter taps. Simulations show that the proposedmethod performs better than the original method in situations where an FIR equalizer cannot accurately deconvolve the linear channel.
The results in this paper have a significant impact on the use of the multichannel extension of ( z t ( 4 ) for separating con\,olutive mixtures of acoustic signals 1121. These issues, as well as fast block-based imvlementations of the methods. are the subiect of current work.
